G oals
The overall objective of First-MM is to build
the basis for a new generation of
autonomous mobile manipulation robots
that can flexibly be instructed to perform
complex manipulation and transportation
tasks.
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The project will build upon and extend recent
results in
• Robot Programming
• Navigation
• Manipulation
• Perception
• Learning by Demonstration and
• Statistical Relational Learning
to develop advanced technology for mobile
manipulation robots that can flexibly be
instructed even by non-expert users to
perform challenging manipulation tasks in
real-world environments.
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First-MM
Can a robot pick up, manipulate and transport
objects flexibly in real-world environments?
The answer to this question involves compliance
with various abilities of the robot such as learning
manipulation activities, navigating reliably in
complex and dynamic environments (e.g. industrial
settings or households), and transfering skills from
one scenario to the other.
To this end the project will develop a novel robot
programming environment that allows even nonexpert users to specify complex manipulation tasks
in real-world environments. In addition to a task
specification language, the environment includes
concepts for probabilistic inference and for learning
manipulation skills from demonstration and from
experience.
Designed to autonomously navigate in urban
environments such as factory floors, supermarkets
or department stores to provide various services to
users including transportation, and guidance.

C o n t ri b u t i o n s
One important limitation of current mobile
manipulation robots is the difficulty to program them
such that they can flexibly react to changing
situations.
FIRST-MM will develop a programming paradigm
that allows the robot to augment programs with
manipulation skills learned from demonstration by
users or by interaction with the objects.
It will include techniques for transferring the
learned knowledge to other, similar tasks.

Research Fields
FIRST-MM focuses on tightly integrating robot
programming and the involved research areas:

Within the FIRST-MM project, a prototype robot will
be developed that is able to complete its programs
using skills perceived from demonstrated tasks and
to transfer the learned strategy to other, similar
tasks. Hence, the FIRST-MM platform will
demonstrate its advance related to several
challenging problems in the context of autonomous
mobile manipulation.
The results of FIRST-MM will help to close the gap
between special-purpose robots that robustly
execute manipulation tasks in the real world and
advanced approaches to robot navigation,
statistical
learning,
task
specification,
and
probabilistic reasoning.

• Relational Learning
• Imitation Learning
• Manipulation and Grasping
• Navigation and Planning
• Visual Perception.
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